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 II. MARX, UTILITY, AND RIGHT

 MICHAEL GREEN

 State University of New York at Oneonta

 N CRITIQUE OF THE GOTHA PROGRAM, Marx sketches
 the principles of socialist and communist societies. His brief sketch has

 left many questions concerning (1) the principles of socialist society, (2)
 the need for a transition from socialism to communism, and (3) the
 principles of communist society. In regard to the later, different writers

 have fastened upon different values or sets of values as primary in
 communistic society. Yet none of these writers shows how Marx derives
 those values from the primary principle of communistic society. What is

 needed is a reconstruction of the argument that makes clear the meaning
 of the principles of socialism and communism. My aim will be to
 construct an understanding of these principles by showing how Marx's
 view develops out of his critical examination of utilitarian and right-

 based moralities.

 MORALITYAS UTILITY

 Marx was severely critical of Benthamite utilitarianism on the

 grounds that anyone who would make use of the principle of utility
 should "first deal with human nature in general and then with human

 nature as modified in each historical epoch."' Bentham "takes the
 modern shopkeeper, especially the English shopkeeper, as the normal

 man."' For Marx, every organic whole-whether an animal, man, or
 society-has the immanent end of self-maintenance. What is wrong with
 this view of utility is that its model for human nature requires a self-
 maintenance that strangles the self and hence is not a self-maintenance
 at all. This can be seen by examining two types of usefulness.

 A UTHOR'S NOTE: I am indebted to Dr. Joseph O'Malley and Dr. Tom Michaud of
 Marquette University for comments on an earlier draft of this paper. Also, I have
 benefited greatly from the comments of the reviewers for Political Theory.
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 Singing might be useful if one can sing for one's supper. In these
 cases, something is useful because it can be used to produce something
 separate from my action. On the other hand, singing sessions under the
 tutelage of a prima donna can be useful for improving one's abilities.
 The activity is useful as a means of perfecting one's abilities at the same

 time that it is an instance of the activity one is attempting to perfect.
 Underlying utilitarianism is the first paradigm of utility. In this view
 one's abilities "are supposed not to have the meaning peculiar to them,"3
 and they are supposed to "have validity for the individual not on their

 own account, not as spontaneous activity."4 Instead, abilities are

 "disguises . . . of an actual third aim and relation which is called the
 relation of utility."5 One who accepts this view acts like a shopkeeper
 who puts his abilities to use to acquire "goods" that exist independent of
 his actions in order to increase his stores of, usually, pleasure. One who

 holds this view "always inserts a third thing between himself and his
 mode of action. "6

 What distinguishes the worst of architects from the best of bees is this: that the

 architect raises his structure in his mind (in seinem Kopf) before he erects it in
 reality.7

 What is wrong with the shopkeeper's view of utility is that one's very
 human abilities are considered merely as means to be exchanged for so

 many units of pleasure, satisfaction, or utility.
 Thus, each individual "treats other men as means."8 He "degrades

 himself to the role of a mere means."9 His work becomes "merely a
 means to satisfy needs external to it."10 The individual must make

 everything that is his "saleable, i.e., useful."'" One's very self-activity
 becomes a means to subsistence. 12 Human powers are measured in terms

 of "an external relation of utility," i.e., they are always means to some
 external commodity. 13 According to Marx, "something is demanded of
 the individual's power or capacity to do anything which is a foreign
 product, a relation determined by social conditions-and this is the
 utility relation."'4

 The only importance or value one's abilities have is an exchange value
 as possessions that can be used as causal links in a chain of events that
 leads to the production of a state of affairs independent of action that

 causally brings a certain amount of satisfaction to a certain bundle of
 desires, i.e., human being. Since "rational" agents attempt to get as
 much output as they can (in respect to satisfaction) for as little input as
 they can (in respect to activity), "rest is presented as the ideal state, as
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 identical with freedom and happiness."'5 Since activity is to individuals

 merely a means, any time they can achieve their end without using that

 means, they will. Indeed, they will try to figure out ways to economize

 upon and minimize the use of these means. Such persons would in a

 sense be estranged from their own humanity.

 Such a view of morality fails to recognize that because of its capacity

 to engage in spontaneous activity, humanity, even in one's own person,
 is not to be considered a mere means but instead has intrinsic value and

 should be accorded a dignity above any exchange value. This is done
 only when the usefulness of actions is judged in relation to the end of
 perfecting one's human abilities. Thus, according to Marx,

 What (properly understood) is wealth other than the universality of individual

 needs, capacities, pleasures, productive forces? ... The full development of human

 mastery over the forces of nature, those of so-called nature as well as of

 humanity's own nature? The absolute working out of (man's) creative potentiali-

 ties, with no presupposition other than the previous historic development, which

 makes this totality of development, i.e., the development of all human powers as

 such, the end in itself.'6

 According to Miller, Marx criticizes Bentham's use of pleasure as a
 standard for two basic reasons: (1) because it reduces all human rela-
 tions to one kind, and (2) because one must distinguish, examine, and
 assess the different activities one is capable of before one can determine
 one's well-being.'7 As stated, these would beg the question. A utilitarian

 could maintain that he does distinguish, examine, and assess different

 activities before he determines what a person's well-being is. Indeed, this
 is the whole point of putting forth pleasure as a standard for determining
 one's well-being. Further, he reduces all human relations to one kind

 because that is the only kind of relationship of which satisfaction

 maximizers are capable. Marx's comment, though, suggests a stronger
 argument.

 Either utilitarians deny the fact that man is separated from animals

 by the fact that he can consciously and purposively put forth effort, or
 they don't. If they deny it, they are inconsistent. This is so because the

 whole aim of their theory is to provide a decision procedure by which

 someone could decide what to do, i.e., to provide a norm according to
 the conception of which each should consciously act. Thus, the content

 of the theory would conflict with and undermine its aim. If they accept
 this distinction, then they are incoherent because their view requires
 them to restrict and minimize humanity in the name of human well-
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 being. This time the theory's aim conflicts with and undermines its

 content. Insofar as they view man merely as a bundle of desires (which

 they do by reducing well-being to consumption, i.e., satisfaction and

 pleasure), they should deny that he acts upon consciously recognized
 norms. Instead, the strongest desire should initiate behavior. Insofar as

 they view man's conduct as being guided by consciously recognized

 norms, they should deny that man is merely a bundle of desires. Their

 view of man as consumer conflicts with their view of man as producer.

 Gilbert argues that instrumental justifications are a primary part of
 Marx's moral theory and that, according to Marx, "in definite historical
 circumstances, the end (expansion of man's productive capacities) justi-

 fies the means (widespread human suffering)."''8 However, as Brenkert

 shows, the fact that Marx appeals to consequences doesn't necessarily

 show that he uses such arguments to show why a certain type of life is

 desirable.'9 Indeed, by borrowing some distinctions from Gewirth, we
 can identify three types of instrumental justification that comes into

 play once the type of life that is intrinsically desirable is determined.20

 Instrumental justification can be of either a dynamic or a static type.

 Dynamic instrumental principles tell one to move toward establishing

 the conditions under which the type of life that is intrinsically desirable

 can be lived. Concerning the forces of production, one should endeavor to

 bring forth the conditions for communistic justice. This requires the

 development of these forces. Concerning the relations of production,
 one should endeavor to bring to general consciousness the new relations

 of production that are compatible with the new, emerging forces of
 production and to undertake political action to remove the outdated

 relations of production within which the new order is being confined.

 Static instrumental principles are directed toward redressing the injusti-
 ces that arise from the "dialectical inversion" of values, which occurs

 when the new forces of production are kept within the confines of an

 outmoded system of relations of production and within which every

 value is changed into its opposite, e.g., equality into inequality.21 Within

 this, the expropriation of the expropriators is included. Those who

 control and get undeserved benefits from this dialectical inversion get

 what they deserve-these benefits and that control removed.

 Once these distinctions are recognized, it can be seen that it is a
 mistake to think that the development of the forces of production

 justifies human suffering under capitalism. This suffering occurs in the
 stage of a society's development in which the forces of production are in
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 conflict with its relations of production. The suffering is due to the
 relations of production and not to the forces of production in and of

 themselves. Thus, there is no incompatibility in recognizing the devel-

 opment of the forces of production as instrumentally good insofar as

 they provide the conditions for a type of life desirable in itself, while

 recognizing the relations of production as inherently bad because they
 represent a type of life that under the new historical conditions are

 alienating and exploitative and, hence, intrinsically undesirable.

 MORALITY AS RIGHT

 The theory of morality that Marx most directly criticizes in the

 Critique of the Gotha Program is the view that morality is a matter of

 right. By formulating the assumptions Marx makes concerning right

 and showing the dialectical development from capitalism through
 socialism to communism employed by Marx, I will show how he derives
 his principle of communist society.

 In respect to the nature of right, Marx states, "Right by its very nature

 can consist only in the application of an equal standard."22 This princi-
 ple has had a long history in the philosophical treatment of justice. As
 Aristotle formulates it, equals are to be treated as equals,23 and as it is
 often formulated in modern terms, "similar people are to be treated

 similarly."24 However, this principle doesn't carry within itself the con-
 ditions of its application, for the respect in which people are to be
 considered equal or unequal must be specified in order for the principle

 to have any content. Thus, the question becomes, in what respect are

 persons to be considered equal or unequal?

 Let us begin with an examination of the principle of capitalist society.

 According to one of the most outspoken proponents of capitalism, the
 principle of distribution in a capitalist system is, "to each according to

 what he and the instruments he owns produces."25 Thus, equals are

 treated as equals when they and the instruments they own produce
 equally. Unequals are treated as unequals when they and the instru-

 ments they own produce unequally.

 Marx states, "Right can never be higher than the economic structure
 of society and its cultural development conditioned thereby. "26 The
 above principle of distribution might be correct under conditions of a

 nation of gentleman farmers, who have more or less equal access to
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 equally tillable and fertile soil. Then, any difference would be deserved
 because it would be due solely to the productive effort of that individ-
 ual.27 However, a complex capitalist economy does not, according to
 Marx, satisfy the conditions for applying that principle, for some have a
 privileged social position of owning the means of production, whereas
 others don't.

 According to Marx, "to be a capitalist, is to have not only a purely
 personal, but a social status in production."28 A capitalist, by the fact of
 having capital to command labor, has the power of setting labor into
 motion. The capitalist, though, merely makes it possible for laborers to
 produce something valuable. This, though, is not in itself the production
 of something valuable.29 However, a portion of the value obtained from
 the product goes to capitalists merely in virtue of the fact that they are
 the owners of the firms and not insofar as they engage in any value-
 producing labor. Thus, capitalists derives benefits solely in virtue of the
 social system that gives them command over the labor of others and the
 products produced by this labor. Because this morally irrelevant
 considertion is the basis for assigning rightful claims and because, by
 abstracting from and ignoring these differences, one's rightful claim is
 made dependent upon morally arbitrary differences between persons,
 we can say with Marx that this makes one's rightful claim "a right of
 inequality, in its content."30 In concreto, one's rights become a function
 of one's social position.

 The coupling of the social production-to which, according to Marx,
 complex capitalism gives rise wth social ownership-resolves this diffi-
 culty. Individuals are interdependent as membes of a complexly organ-
 ized system of production and also independent in that all have direct
 access to the means of production and all would participate in the
 planning and employment of these means of production. Since classes in
 Marx's sense would be abolished, one's rightful claims would no longer
 be a function of one's social position. Thus, the principle, "to each
 according to what he and the instruments he own produces," would
 become "to each according to what he produces." Rewards grounded
 entirely in differential social status would not be a factor in deciding
 what one's rightful claims are. Instead, "the individual producer receives
 back from society-after the deductions have been made (for deprecia-
 tion, etc.)-exactly what he gives to it. "31 Instead of commodities being
 exchanged, labor would be exchanged, so that he thinks there will be an
 exchange of equivalents in the individual case and not just on the
 average. In such a case, equals are equal when they labor equally and
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 unequals are unequal when they labor unequally. One's rightful claim

 becomes grounded in one's actions as a worker.

 Thus, Aveneri is mistaken when he states that under socialism wage

 labor and commodity production remain,32 and, although Moore is

 correct in seeing that exploitation ends, he doesn't see that the nature of

 exchange will have changed.33 With the abolition of the social role of

 capitalist goes the abolition of the social role of wage laborer as one who

 is forced to work for another and, hence, to produce surplus value for

 him. People under socialism become codeterminers of production. This

 also changes the nature of exchange. First, the means of production will

 not be exchangeable because they are owned in common. Second,

 although consumer goods remain exchangeable, it is no longer thought

 that one thing is exchangeable for another. Primarily, what are
 exchanged are not objects but labor. Exchange is the conversion of a

 certain amount of my labor from one form into another by exchanging

 my labor for an equivalent amount of labor of another. Products are
 exchangeable only insofar as they manifest a certain amount of labor

 time. Thus, the primary source of value, which for Marx is productive

 activity, will be consciously recognized as the source of value. With

 labor consciously recognized as the source of value, labor is not, as Nell

 and O'Neill maintain, completely alienated because it is just "a means to
 a reward."34 Instead, the first steps have been made to recognize the

 dignity of human labor by having labor serve as a means only to an
 equivalent amount of labor from another. Labor is a means, but not

 merely a means. It is also an end of itself and measure of value. Thus, the

 first step is taken to remove alienation in the sense of conceiving of the

 human abilities of oneself and of others merely as means.

 However, socialist society is deficient.

 But one man is superior physically or mentally and so supplies more labour in the

 same time, or can labour for a longer time; and labour, to serve as a measure, must

 be defined by its duration or intensity, otherwise it ceases to be a standard of

 measurement. This equalright is an unequal right for unequal labour. It recognizes

 no class differences because everyone is only a worker like everyone else: but it

 tacitly recognizes unequal individual endowment and thus productive capacity as

 natural privilege.35

 Again, the equal right is unequal in content because the grounds upon
 which the equal right is based are traits that are assigned to individuals
 unequally by factors beyond their control, namely, their genetic
 endowment. Again, morally irrelevant reasons provide the basis upon
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 which the equality of rightful claims is to be based. So what masquer-

 ades as an equal right is in actuality an unequal one. Human activity is

 considered abstractly and in isolation from the concrete relations in

 which it exists in the individual. Instead, one should realize that an

 individual is, so to speak, self-activity embodied in certain naturally

 given "instruments."

 Thus, the principle, "to each according to what he produces" must be

 modified to take account of the fact of natural endowment and, hence,

 can no longer be measured as time or intensity of labor. Indeed, only a

 standard that recognizes the individuality of each individual and doesn't
 rest upon morally irrelevant considerations could serve as a basis for

 equal rights that are equal in practice as well as in theory. It is only upon

 the basis of effort that persons can have equal rightful claims as individ-

 uals. The trait that makes humans human is just the ability to put forth

 conscious and purposive effort. This depends only and entirely upon the
 individual himself, whereas social position can and natural endowment

 does depend upon countless factors beyond the control of the individ-
 ual. Because what an individual as an individual "produces" most

 directly is effort (self-activity, spontaneous activity), the part of the
 above principle that states "according to what he produces" becomes

 "from each according to his effort." In terms of the varying degrees of
 limitation of effort by natural talents, thus becomes "from each accord-

 ing to his abilities."
 Working according to one's abilities is just putting forth one's great-

 est effort, and it is only effort that can be produced entirely from the

 self-activity of the individual. Any difference between persons who put
 forth their greatest efforts must be assumed to be a result of differences

 in natural or social conditions. Both of these are morally irrelevant
 reasons for determining one's rightful claims.

 Marx's assertion that some workers are naturally gifted while others
 aren't is not, as Moore maintains, intended to show that inequality of

 income is, as such, unfair. Nor is Marx's appeal to the fact that some

 workers are married while others aren't intended to show that socialist

 justice provides equal incomes for unequal needs.36 Socialist justice is
 still one-sided because it fastens on a one-sided and partial characteristic

 of man-i.e., man as a worker whose abilities are assessed abstractly in

 accordance with his contributions. Thus, this standard leads to one
 individual obtaining undeserved benefits as a result of natural talents

 that he did nothing to earn. This can be remedied only be realizing that
 the standard of performance and reward must be defined relative to each
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 individual. Besides undeserved natural benefits and burdens, there are
 also undeserved social benefits and burdens that are still present in
 socialist society, because it is still stamped with some social institutions

 derived from capitalist society. One such institution is the nuclear

 family. These undeserved burdens can be remedied only by allowing
 both women and children to acquire status as independent individuals
 contributing according to ability and receiving according to what is
 needed to develop these abilities.

 The above principle, "to each according to what he produces" is
 inadequate in another way, because one's actions are still conceived of as
 means to be exchanged for other labor. They are still treated to some
 extent as links in a causal chain of events that lead from actions to equal

 labor to products to satisfaction of a need or want. However, if the
 intrinsic dignity of human effort is to be recognized, it must not be
 conceived as an exchangeable item, even if it is to be exchanged merely
 for an equal amount of labor. Instead, the utilitarian version of the link

 between action and need satisfaction must be entirely abandoned. This
 is recognized by the separation of production and consumption in the
 principle, "from each according to ability, to each according to need."
 Indeed, in this phase of communist society "labour has become not only
 a means of life but life's prime want."37 In other words, each individual
 has taken his prime goal to be self-realization. Hence, the useful is given
 as that which is needed for individual self-realization, and this can be
 determined only relative to each individual and his natural endowment.
 One's self-activity will be a means only to the further development of
 one's self-activity.

 Thus, no abstract standard of justice that ignores the concrete social
 and natural relations in which an individual exists and which fastens
 upon a one-sided characterization of man can provide a basis for the

 doctrine of equal rightful claims as individuals. By ignoring these con-
 crete differences, the rights become unequal rights in content, and the
 inequality arises from morally irrelevant considerations. Instead, the
 standard of production must be determined relative to the individual
 and the standard of "reward" (if this term is really appropriate in the
 higher phase of communist society) must be relative to the individual.
 When one puts forth as much effort as one can, then one has a right
 equal to everyone else who puts forth as much effort as they can. When
 all do this, they can expect as their rightful claim what they need to
 realize themselves. Only then would the reward of one be proportional
 to the reward of the other.
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 Moore argues that Marx's whole account of communist justice is

 basically inconsistent. On the one hand, Marx asserts that all right

 "involves applying the same standard to different cases,"38 because it

 involves the use of general rules. Yet Marx talks about leaving behind

 the "narrow limits of bourgeoise right."39 Thus, he seems to hold that

 communist right overcomes a defect that is inherent in all right. How-
 ever, within the context of the argument, I don't think this is the

 conclusion to be drawn. The development of right is described as one

 from "bourgeois right"40 to a right that is "still constantly stigmatised by
 a bourgeois limitation"41 to a condition in which "the narrow horizon of

 bourgeois right [is] crossed in its entirety."42 He states in respect to
 socialist right that "these defects are inevitable in the first phase of
 communist society."43 Thus, this right is defective, imperfect, and lack-
 ing. He goes on to state why, namely, because right can never be higher

 than the economic structure, and under socialism the economic struc-
 ture is still not fully developed. He goes on to describe how these

 limitations are to be overcome in the higher phase of communist society.

 The natural way to interpret this is not that right is abolished in the

 communist phase, but that right becomes adequately realized or realized

 in a developed form as are the forces of production. He seems to be
 saying that limitations to right are removed, and it is completely realized
 in a society satisfying the conditions of the communist phase of society.

 This is so because it is no longer based on one-sided, partial characteris-
 tics of human beings, such as exchanger or worker. It is only general

 rules of this sort that are rejected by Marx and not, as Moore holds, all

 general rules as such. Moore fails to see how the universal and the
 concrete are synthesized in communist society.

 Also in communist society, the whole nature of acquisition would
 change. Instead of acquiring something in virtue of one's social status as
 an exchanger-which leads man to view himself merely as a means-

 one would acquire objects by virtue of one's own individuality in virtue
 of the requisite abilities that one has developed within himself. Thus, the

 acquisition or appropriation of an object must at the same time be the
 affirmation of an essential power within me. That is, the power must be
 one that is essentially required for the appropriation of that very kind of
 object.

 Assume man to be man and his relationship to the world to be a human one; then

 you can exchange love only for love, trust for trust, etc. If you want to enjoy art,

 you must be an artistically cultivated person: if you want to exercise influence over
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 other people, you must be a person with a stimulating and encouraging effect on
 other people. Every one of your relations to man and to nature must be a specific
 expression, corresponding to the object of your will, of your real individual life.44

 When the commodity character of objects is abolished and, with it,
 money as the way by which exchangeable objects are to be appropriated,

 then one can justly deserve, and hence appropriate, something only by

 putting forth the specific type of labor needed for that specific type of
 object.

 This gives us an understanding of why an enslaving division of labor

 must be abolished and why leisure and an all-round development of the

 individual is required in the higher phase of communist society. To

 deserve one's physical existence, one must put forth the appropriate

 kind of effort required to deserve this physical existence through exer-

 cise, food production, and so on. To deserve habitation, one must put
 forth the particular kind of effort needed to build a dwelling. To deserve
 clothes, one must put forth the particular kind of effort needed to
 provide clothing-and so on. In each case, one would need in commu-

 nist society to participate according to one's abilities in each of these

 production processes in order to deserve each of the above products. In

 this stage there would be no acquisition by exchange, which depends

 upon a system of social roles to which individuals must conform. All
 such roles, as Cohen correctly observes, would be abolished.45

 Furthermore, individuals are members of a community in the fullest

 sense when they have common values and a common experience that

 validates those values for all. However, to the extent that an individual is

 annexed to one sphere of activity for his life and to the extent that there

 are essentially different kinds of activities, a community of shared

 experience is not realized. Right must be given content relative to the
 mode of production. With the all-round development of the means of
 production, there arise essentially different life experiences; only an

 all-round development of the individual that allows each to participate

 in each of these types of experiences can lead to human appropriation

 and to the establishment of a sense of community.46

 Lessnoff's view that communism is doubly incompatible with
 freedom is doubly wrong. He argues that an individual either owns

 himself or is owned by society, and that if one's abilities are owned by
 society, one must be forced to work.47 Both alternatives are based on a
 common presupposition, namely, that abilities are owned (i.e., are to be
 treated like possessions to be traded away). Communism undermines

 the alternatives, because in such a system one's activities are no longer
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 viewed as merely means and as being possessions. Also, Lessnoff's

 argument, based upon the fact that distribution according to need is

 incompatible with freedom because it is a patterned principle, is also

 inapplicable.48 In a society in which there is no exchange but in which

 each must earn his way by putting forth according to his abilities the

 type of effort appropriate to the object he wishes to appropriate,

 exchange can't upset patterns. Furthermore, basing one's rightful claims
 on effort "increases their control over their own lives and fortunes, for it

 allows people to determine, through their own actions, how others will
 respond to them. "49 This would give freedom in the sense of control over

 one's own life.
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